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HYBRID SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
LOW-LATENCY USER INPUT PROCESSING 

AND FEEDBACK 

[0001] This application is a non-provisional of and claims 
priority to US. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/710, 
256 ?led Oct. 5, 2012 entitled “Hybrid Systems And Methods 
For Low-Latency User Input Processing And Feedback,” the 
entire disclosure of which, including the source code appen 
dix thereto, is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
[0002] This application includes material which is subject 
to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection 
to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce ?les or 
records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatso 
ever. 

FIELD 

[0003] The present invention relates in general to the ?eld 
of user input, and in particular to user input systems which 
deliver a low-latency user experience. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] The foregoing and other objects, features, and 
advantages of the disclosure will be apparent from the fol 
lowing more particular description of embodiments as illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, in which reference 
characters refer to the same parts throughout the various 
views. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis 
instead being placed upon illustrating principles of the dis 
closed embodiments. 
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates a demonstration of the effect of 
drag latency at 100 ms, 50 ms, 10 ms, and 1 ms in a touch user 
interface. 
[0006] FIG. 2 shows an example of a user interface element 
for an inbox, where the element has a low latency, low ?delity 
response to a touch user interaction, as well as a high-latency, 
high-?delity response a touch user interaction. 
[0007] FIG. 3 shows an example of a user interface of a 
sliding toggle element. A cursor 310 (represented by the box 
containing a “cross” character) can be dragged to the target 
320 (second empty box, on the right) to activate the UI Ele 
ment. This element is enabled using both the low latency and 
high-latency system to provide a touch interaction where 
moving elements are accelerated 310, thus providing a low 
latency experience. 
[0008] FIG. 4 shows an illustrative embodiment of a basic 
architecture of a prototype high-performance touch system 
used in latency perception studies. 
[0009] FIG. 5 shows results of latency perception studies 
using the prototype device of FIG. 4. 
[0010] FIG. 6 shows an example of a user interface element 
for a button, where the element has a low latency, low ?delity 
response to a touch user interaction, as well as a high-latency, 
high-?delity response a touch user interaction. 
[0011] FIG. 7 shows an example of a user interface element 
for resizable box, where the element has a low latency, low 
?delity response to a touch user interaction, as well as a 
high-latency, high-?delity response a touch user interaction. 
[0012] FIG. 8 shows an example of a user interface element 
for a scrollable list, where the element has a low latency, low 
?delity response to a touch user interaction, as well as a 
high-latency, high-?delity response to a touch user interac 
tion. 
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[0013] FIG. 9 shows an illustrative embodiment of a basic 
architecture and information ?ow for a low-latency input 
device. 
[0014] FIG. 10 shows the UI for a volume control. When 
dragging the slider, a tooltip appears showing a numeric rep 
resentation of the current setting. This element is enabled 
using both the low-latency and high-latency system to pro 
vide a touch interaction where moving elements are acceler 
ated, thus providing a low-latency experience. 
[0015] FIG. 11 shows the system’s response for pen input 
in prior art systems compared to an embodiment of the UI for 
pen input in the present hybrid feedback user interface sys 
tem. In the hybrid system, the ink stroke has a low-latency 
response to pen input, as well as a high-latency response to a 
pen user input. 
[0016] FIG. 12 shows an embodiment of the system where 
data ?ows through two overlapping paths through the com 
ponents of the system to support both high- and low-latency 
feedback. 
[0017] FIG. 13 shows a programming paradigm well 
known in the art called Model View Controller. 
[0018] FIG. 14 shows an embodiment of the system’s 
architecture that supports developing and running applica 
tions with blended high and low-latency responses to user 
input. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0019] The following description and drawings are illustra 
tive and are not to be construed as limiting. Numerous speci?c 
details are described to provide a thorough understanding. 
However, in certain instances, well-known or conventional 
details are not described in order to avoid obscuring the 
description. References to one or an embodiment in the 
present disclosure are not necessarily references to the same 
embodiment; and, such references mean at least one. 
[0020] Reference in this speci?cation to “one embodiment” 
or “an embodiment” means that a particular feature, structure, 
or characteristic described in connection with the embodi 
ment is included in at least one embodiment of the disclosure. 
The appearances of the phrase “in one embodiment” in vari 
ous places in the speci?cation are not necessarily all referring 
to the same embodiment, nor are separate or alternative 
embodiments mutually exclusive of other embodiments. 
Moreover, various features are described which may be 
exhibited by some embodiments and not by others. Similarly, 
various requirements are described which may be require 
ments for some embodiments but not other embodiments. 

Overview 

[0021] This application relates to user interfaces such as the 
fast multi-touch sensors and other interfaces disclosed in US. 
patent application Ser. No. 13/841,436 ?led Mar. 15, 2013 
entitled “Low-Latency Touch Sensitive Device,” US. Patent 
Application No. 61/798,948 ?led Mar. 15,2013 entitled “Fast 
Multi-Touch Stylus,” U.S. PatentApplication No. 61/799,035 
?led Mar. 15, 2013 entitled “Fast Multi-Touch Sensor With 
User-Identi?cation Techniques,” U. S. Patent Application No. 
61/798,828 ?led Mar. 15, 2013 entitled “Fast Multi-Touch 
Noise Reduction,” US. Patent Application No. 61/798,708 
?led Mar. 15, 2013 entitled “Active Optical Stylus,” US. 
Patent Application No. 61/710,256 ?led Oct. 5, 2012 entitled 
“Hybrid Systems And Methods For Low-Latency User Input 
Processing And Feedback,” US. Patent Application No. 
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61/845,892 ?led Jul. 12, 2013 entitled “Fast Multi-Touch 
Post Processing,” US. Patent Application No. 61/845,879 
?led Jul. 12, 2013 entitled “Reducing Control Response 
Latency With De?ned Cross-Control Behavior,” and US. 
Patent Application No. 61/879,245 ?led Sep. 18, 2013 
entitled “Systems And Methods For Providing Response To 
User Input Using Information About State Changes And Pre 
dicting Future User Input.” The entire disclosures of those 
applications are incorporated herein by reference. 
[0022] In various embodiments, the present disclosure is 
directed to systems and methods that provide direct manipu 
lation user interfaces with low latency. Direct physical 
manipulation of pseudo “real world” objects is a common 
user interface metaphor employed for many types of input 
devices, such as those enabling direct-touch input, stylus 
input, in-air gesture input, as well as indirect devices, includ 
ing mice, trackpads, pen tablets, etc. For the purposes of the 
present disclosure, latency in a user interface refers to the time 
it takes for the user to be presented with a response to a 
physical input action. Tests have shown that users prefer low 
latencies and that users can reliably perceive latency as low as 
5-10 ms, as will be discussed in greater detail below. 
[0023] FIG. 1 illustrates a demonstration of the effect of 
latency in an exemplary touch user interface at 100 ms (ref. 
no. 110), 50 ms (ref. no. 120), 10 ms (ref. no. 130), and 1 ms 
(ref. no. 140) respectively. When dragging an object, increas 
ing latency is re?ected as an increasing distance between the 
user’s ?nger and the object being dragged (in this case a 
square user interface element). As can be seen, the effects of 
latency are pronounced at 100 ms (ref. no. 110) and 50 ms (ref 
no. 120), but become progressively less signi?cant at 10 ms 
(refno. 130), and virtually vanish at 1 ms (ref. no. 140). FIG. 
11 illustrates the effects of latency in an exemplary stylus or 
pen user interface (1110, 1120). In this example, lag 1120 is 
visible as an increasing distance between the stylus 1100 tip 
and the computed stroke 1110. With the introduction of low 
latency systems, the distance between the stylus 1100 tip and 
the computed stroke 1130 would be signi?cantly reduced. 
[0024] In an embodiment, the presently disclosed systems 
and methods provide a hybrid touch user interface that pro 
vides immediate visual feedback with a latency of less than 10 
ms, inter-woven or overlayed with additional visual 
responses at higher levels of latency. In some embodiments, 
the designs of these two sets of responses may be designed to 
be visually uni?ed, so that the user is unable to distinguish 
them. In some embodiments, the “low latency” response may 
exceed 10 ms in latency. 

Causes of Latency 

[0025] In various embodiments, latency in a user input 
device and the system processing its input can have many 
sources, including: 
[0026] (1) the physical sensor that captures touch events; 
[0027] (2) the software that processes touch events and 

generates output for the display; 
[0028] (3) the display itself; 
[0029] (4) Data transmission between components, includ 

ing bus; 
[0030] (5) Data internal storage in either memory stores or 

short buffers; 
[0031] (6) Interrupts and competition for system resources; 
[0032] (7) Other sources of circuitry can introduce latency; 
[0033] (8) Physical restrictions, such as the speed of light, 
and its repercussions in circuitry architecture. 
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[0034] (9) Mechanical restrictions, such as the time 
required for a resistive touch sensor to bend back to its 
‘neutral’ state. 

[0035] In various embodiments, reducing system latency 
can be addressed through improving latency in one or more of 
these components. In an embodiment, the presently disclosed 
systems and methods provide an input device that may 
achieve 1 ms of latency or less by combining a low-latency 
input sensor and display with a dedicated processing system. 
In an embodiment, the presently disclosed systems and meth 
ods provide an input device that may achieve 5 ms of latency 
or less by combining such low-latency input sensor and dis 
play with a dedicated processing system. In a further embodi 
ment, the presently disclosed systems and methods provide 
an input device that may achieve 0.1 ms of latency or less by 
combining such low-latency input sensor and display with a 
dedicated processing system. In a further embodiment, the 
presently disclosed systems and methods provide an input 
device that may achieve 10 ms of latency or less by combining 
such low-latency input sensor and display with a dedicated 
processing system. In an embodiment, in order to achieve 
such extremely low latencies, the presently disclosed systems 
and methods may replace conventional operating system 
(OS) software and computing hardware with a dedicated, 
custom-programmed ?eld programmable gate array (FPGA) 
or application-speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC). In an 
embodiment, the FPGA or ASIC replaces the conventional 
OS and computing hardware to provide a low latency 
response, while leaving a traditional OS and computing hard 
ware in place to provide a higher latency response (which is 
used in addition in addition to the low latency response). In 
another embodiment, some or all of the function of the FPGA 
or ASIC described may be replaced by integrating additional 
logic into existing components such as but not limited to the 
graphics processing unit (GPU), input device controller, cen 
tral processing unit (CPU), or system on a chip (SoC). The 
low-latency logic can be encoded in hardware, or in software 
stored-in and/or executed by those or other components. In 
embodiments where multiple components are required, com 
munication and/ or synchronization may be facilitated by the 
use of shared memory. In any of these embodiments, 
responses provided at high or low latency may be blended 
together, or only one or the other might be provided in 
response to any given input event. 

[0036] In various embodiments, the disclosed systems and 
methods provide what is referred to herein as “hybrid feed 
back.” In a hybrid feedback system, some of the basic system 
responses to input are logically separated from the broader 
application logic. The result provides a system with a nimble 
input processor, capable of providing nearly immediate sys 
tem feedback to user input events, with more feedback based 
on application logic provided at traditional levels of latency. 
In some embodiments, these system responses are provided 
visually. In various embodiments, the low-latency component 
of a hybrid feedback system may be provided through audio 
or vibro-tactile feedback. In some embodiments, the nearly 
immediate feedback might be provided in the same modality 
as the application-logic feedback. In some embodiments, 
low-latency feedback may be provided in different modali 
ties, or multiple modalities. An example of an all-visual 
embodiment is shown in FIG. 2, in this case showing the use 
of a touch input device. In particular, FIG. 2 shows the result 
after a user has touched and then dragged an icon 210 repre 
senting an inbox. When the user touches the icon 210, a 
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border 220 or other suitable primitive may be displayed. In an 
embodiment, in an all-visual low-latency feedback, a suitable 
low-?delity representation may be selected due to its ease of 
rendering. In an embodiment, a low-latency feedback may be 
provided using one or more primitives that can provide a 
suitable low-?delity representation. In an embodiment, if the 
user drags the icon to another place on the touch display 200, 
a low ?delity border 23 0 is displayed and may be manipulated 
(e. g., moved) with a low latency of, for example, 1 ms. Simul 
taneously, the movement of the icon 210 may be shown with 
higher latency. In an embodiment, the difference in response 
between the nearly immediate low-latency response and the 
likely slower application-logic feedback can be perceived by 
a user. In another embodiment, this difference in response 
between the low-latency response and a traditional response 
is blended and less noticeable or not noticeable to a user. In an 

embodiment, the nearly immediate feedback may be pro 
vided at a lower ?delity than the traditional-path application 
logic feedback. In an embodiment, in at least some cases, the 
low latency response may be provided at similar or even 
higher ?delity than the application-logic feedback. In an 
embodiment, the form of low-latency nearly immediate feed 
back is dictated by application logic, or logic present in the 
system software (such as the user interface toolkit). For 
example, in an embodiment, application logic may pre-render 
a variety of graphical primitives that can then be used by a 
low-latency subsystem. Similarly, in an embodiment, a soft 
ware toolkit may provide the means to develop graphical 
primitives that can be rendered in advance of being needed by 
the low latency system. In an embodiment, low-latency 
responses may be predetermined, or otherwise determined 
without regard to application and/or system software logic. In 
an embodiment, individual pre-rendered or partially rendered 
low-latency responses, or packages of pre-rendered or par 
tially rendered low-latency responses can be pre-loaded into 
a memory so as to be accessible to the low-latency subsystem 
in advance of being needed for use in response to a user input 
event. 

[0037] In an embodiment, the modality of low-latency out 
put might be auditory. In an embodiment, the low-latency 
system may be used, for example, to send microphone input 
quickly to the audio output system, which may provide users 
with an “echo” of their own voice being spoken into the 
system. Such a low-latency output may provide the impres 
sion of having the same type of echo characteristics as tradi 
tional analog telephones, which allow a user to hear their own 
voice. In an embodiment, low-latency auditory feedback 
might be provided in response to user input events (e.g., 
touch, gesture, pen input, oe oral inputs), with a higher 
latency response provided visually. 

[0038] Another illustrative embodiment of a system that 
employs the present method and system is shown in FIG. 3. In 
the illustrative system, a cursor 310 (represented by the box 
containing a “cross” character) can be dragged anywhere on 
a device’s screen 300. When cursor 310 is dragged to target 
box 320, the UI action is accepted. If the cursor 310 is dragged 
elsewhere on the screen 300, the action is rejected. In an 
embodiment, when dragged, the cursor 310 is drawn with low 
latency, and thus tracks the user’s ?nger without perceptible 
latency. In an embodiment, the target 320 can be drawn with 
higher latency without impacting user perception. Similarly, 
in an embodiment, the response 330 of “REJECT” or 
“ACCEPT” may occur perceptibly later, and thus it can be 
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drawn at a higher latency, e.g., not using the low latency 
subsystem, without impacting user perception. 
[0039] It should be understood that the illustrated embodi 
ment is exemplary. The principles illustrated in FIG. 3 may be 
applied to any kind of UI element, including all UI elements 
that are now known, or later developed in the art. Similarly, 
the principals illustrated in FIG. 3 can be used with substan 
tially any kind of input event on various types of input devices 
and/or output devices. For example, in an embodiment, in 
addition to a “touch” event as illustrated above, input events 
can include, without limitation, in-air or on-surface gestures, 
speech, voluntary (or involuntary eye movement, and pen. In 
an embodiment, once a gesture takes place, the response of 
any UI element may be bifurcated, where a low-latency 
response (e. g., a low-?delity representation of a UI element is 
presented and responds quickly, for example, in 0.01 ms.), 
and a non-low-latency response (e.g., a further re?ned repre 
sentation of the UI element) is provided with latency com 
monly exhibited by a system that does not provide accelerated 
input. In an embodiment, responses may not be split in a 
hybrid system, and may instead be entirely low latency, with 
application logic not responsible for the low-latency response 
otherwise executing with higher latency. 
[0040] In an embodiment, touch and/ or gesture input events 
can be achieved using a variety of technologies, including, 
without limitation, resistive, direct illumination, frustrated 
total-internal re?ection, diffuse illumination, projected 
capacitive, capacitive coupling, acoustic wave, and sensor-in 
pixel. In an embodiment, pen input can be enabled using 
resistive, visual, capacitive, magnetic, infrared, optical imag 
ing, dispersive signal, acoustic pulse, or other techniques. In 
an embodiment, gestural input may also be enabled using 
visual sensors or handheld objects (including those contain 
ing sensors, and those used simply for tracking), or without 
handheld objects, such as with 2D and 3D sensors. Combi 
nations of the sensors or techniques for identifying input 
events are also contemplated, as are combinations of event 

types (i.e., touch, pen, gesture, retina movement, etc.) One 
property technologies to identify or capture input events share 
is that they contribute to the latency between user action and 
the system’s response to that action. The scale of this contri 
bution varies across technologies and implementations. 
[0041] In a typical multitouch system, there is a path of 
information ?ow between the input device and the display 
that may involve communications, the operating system, UI 
toolkits, the application layer, and/or ultimately, the audio or 
graphics controller. Each of these can add latency. Moreover, 
latency introduced by an operating system, especially a non 
real time operating system, is variable. Windows, iOS, OSX, 
Android, etc. are not real time operating systems, and thus, 
using these operating systems, there is no guarantee that a 
response will happen within a certain time period. If the 
processor is heavily loaded, for example, latency may 
increase dramatically. Further, some operations are handled 
at a very low level in the software stack and have high priority. 
For example, the mouse pointer is typically highly optimized 
so that even when the processor is under heavy load, the 
perceived latency is relatively low. In contrast, an operation 
such as resiZing a photo with two ?ngers on a touch or ges 
tural system is generally much more computationally inten 
sive as it may require constant rescaling of the image at the 
application and/ or UI toolkit levels. As a result, such opera 
tions are rarely able to have a low perceived latency when the 
processor is under heavy load. 
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[0042] In a typical multitouch system, the display system 
(including the graphics system as well as the display itself) 
may also contribute to latency. Systems with high frame rates 
may obscure the actual latency through the system. For 
example, a 60 Hz monitor may include one or more frames of 
buffer in order to allow for sophisticated image processing 
effects. Similarly some display devices, such as projectors, 
include double-buffering in the electronics, effectively dou 
bling the display latency. The desire for 3D televisions and 
reduced motion artifacts is driving the development of faster 
LCDs, however, the physics of the liquid crystals themselves 
make performance of traditional LCD’s beyond 480 Hz 
unlikely. In an embodiment, the low latency system described 
herein may use an LCD display. In contrast to the perfor 
mance of an LCD display, OLED or AMOLED displays are 
capable of response times well below 1 ms. Accordingly, in an 
embodiment, the high performance touch (or gesture) system 
described herein may be implemented on displays having fast 
response times, including, without limitation displays based 
on one or more of the following technologies: OLED, 
AMOLED, plasma, electrowetting, color-?eld-sequential 
LCD, optically compensated bend-mode (OCB or Pi-Cell) 
LCD, electronic ink, etc. 

Latency Perception Studies 

[0043] Studies were undertaken to determine what laten 
cies in a direct touch interface users perceive as essentially 
instantaneous. A prototype device represented in a block dia 
gram in FIG. 4 shows an illustrative embodiment of a basic 
architecture of a prototype high-performance touch system 
400. In an embodiment, the high-speed input device 420 is a 
multi-touch resistive touch sensor having an active area of 24 
cm><l6 cm, and electronics that allow for very high-speed 
operation. The delay through this sensor is slightly less than 1 
ms. In an embodiment, touch data may be transmitted serially 
over an optical link. 

[0044] In the illustrative testing system, the display 460 is a 
DLP Discovery 4100 kit based on Texas Instruments’ Digital 
Light Processing technology. The illustrative testing system 
utilizes front-projection onto the touch sensor thus eliminat 
ing parallax error that might disturb a user’s perception of 
?nger and image alignment. The DLP projector employed 
uses a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD), a matrix of mir 
rors which effectively turns pixels on or off at very high 
speed. The high speed of the mirrors may be used to change 
the percentage time on vs. off to create the appearance of 
continuous colored images. In an embodiment, where only 
simple binary images are used, these can be produced at an 
even higher rate. In the illustrative testing system, the proj ec 
tor development system displays 32,000 binary frames/sec 
ond at 1024x768 resolution with latency under 40 us. In the 
illustrative testing system to achieve this speed, the video data 
is streamed to the DMD at 25.6 Gbps. 

[0045] In the illustrative testing system, to achieve minimal 
latency, all touch processing is performed on a dedicated 
FPGA 440ino PC or operating system is employed between 
the touch input and the display of low latency output. The 
DLP kit’s onboard XC5VLX50 application FPGA may be 
used for processing the touch data and rendering the video 
output. A USB serial connection to the FPGA allows param 
eters to be changed dynamically. In the illustrative testing 
system, latency can be adjusted from 1 ms to several hundred 
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ms with 1 ms resolution. Different testing modes can be 
activated, and a port allows touch data to be collected for 
analysis. 
[0046] In the illustrative testing system, to receive touch 
data from the sensor 420, the system communicates through 
a custom high-speed UART. To minimize latency, a baud rate 
of 2 Mbps can be used, which represents a high baud rate that 
can be used without losing signal integrity due to high fre 
quency noise across the communication channel. In the illus 
trative testing system, the individual bytes of compressed 
touch data are then processed by a touch detection ?nite state 
machine implemented on the FPGA 440. The ?nite-state 
machine (FSM) simultaneously decodes the data and per 
forms a center-of-mass blob-detection algorithm to identify 
the coordinates of the touches. In the illustrative testing sys 
tem, the system is pipelined such that each iteration of the 
FSM operates on the last received byte such that no buffering 
of the touch data occurs. 

[0047] In the illustrative testing system, the touch coordi 
nates are then sent to a 10-stage variable delay block. Each 
delay stage is a simple FSM with a counter and takes a control 
signal that indicates the number of clock cycles to delay the 
touch coordinate, allowing various levels of latency. The 
delay block latches the touch sample at the start of the itera 
tion and waits for the appropriate number of cycles before 
sending the sample and latching the next. The delay block 
therefore lowers the sample rate by a factor of the delay count. 
In an embodiment, to keep the sample rate at a reasonable 
level, 10 delay stages can be used, so that, for example, to 
achieve 100 ms of latency, the block waits 10 ms between 
samples for a sample rate of 100 Hz. In the illustrative testing 
system, to run basic applications, a MicroBlaze soft processor 
is used to render the display. 

[0048] In an embodiment, the testing system may use a hard 
coded control FSM in place of the MicroBlaze for improved 
performance. In an embodiment another soft processor may 
be used. In the illustrative testing system, the MicroBlaze is a 
32-bit Harvard architecture RISC processor optimized to be 
synthesized in Xilinx FPGAs. The MicroBlaze soft processor 
instantiation allows the selection of only the cores, peripher 
als, and memory structures required. In the illustrative testing 
system, in addition to the base MicroBlaze con?guration, an 
interrupt controller can be used, for example, GPIOs for the 
touch data, a GPIO to set the variable latency, a BRAM 
memory controller for the image buffer, and a UART unit to 
communicate with a PC. In the illustrative testing system, the 
MicroBlaze is clocked at 100 MHz. The MicroBlaze uses an 
interrupt system to detect valid touch coordinates. A touch 
ready interrupt event is generated when valid touch data 
arrives on the GPIOs from the delay block, and the corre 
sponding image is written to the image buffer. Because of the 
non-uniform nature of an interrupt-based system, the exact 
latency cannot be computed, but, by design, it is insigni?cant 
in comparison to the 1 ms latency due to the input device. 
[0049] In the illustrative testing system, the image buffer is 
synthesized in on-chip BRAM blocks. These blocks can pro 
vide a dual-port high-speed con?gurable memory buffer with 
enough bandwidth to support high frame-rate display. In the 
illustrative testing system, the image buffer is clocked at 200 
MHz with a bus width of 128 bits for a total bandwidth of 25 .6 
Gbps, as needed by the DLP. Finally, the DMD controller 
continuously reads out frames from the image buffer and 
generates the signals with appropriate timing to control the 
DMD. 
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[0050] In the illustrative testing system, user input is sent 
simultaneously to a traditional PC, and is processed to pro 
duce a traditional, higher latency, response. This higher 
latency response is output by a traditional data projector, 
aligned to overlap with the projected lower latency response. 

[0051] Studies were conducted to determine the precise 
level of performance that users are able to perceive when 
performing common tasks on a touch screen interface. To that 

end, studies were conducted to determine the just-noticeable 
difference (JND) of various performance levels. JND is the 
measure of the difference between two levels of a stimulus 
which can be detected by an observer. In this case, the JND is 
de?ned as the threshold level at which a participant is able to 
discriminate between two unequal stimuliione consistently 
presented at the same level, termed the reference, and one 
whose value is changed dynamically throughout the experi 
ment, termed the probe. A commonly accepted value for the 
JND at some arbitrary reference value is a probe at which a 
participant can correctly identify the reference 75% of the 
time. A probe value that cannot be distinguished from the 
reference with this level of accuracy is considered to be “not 
noticeably different” from the reference. 

[0052] Studies were conducted to determine the IN D level 
of the probe latency when compared to a maximum perfor 
mance of 1 ms of latency, which served as the reference. 
While such a determination does not provide an absolute 
value for the maximum perceptible performance, it can serve 
as our “best case” ?oor condition against which other levels of 
latency can be measured, given that it was the fastest speed 
our prototype could achieve. It was found participants are 
able to discern latency values that are signi?cantly lower (<20 
ms) which typical current generation hardware (e. g., current 
tablet and touch computer) provides (~50-200 ms). 

[0053] Ten right-handed participants (3 female) were 
recruited from the local community. Ages ranged between 24 
and 40 (mean 27.80, standard deviation 4.73).All participants 
had prior experience with touch screen devices, and all par 
ticipants owned one or more touch devices (such as an iOS- or 
Android-based phone or tablet). Participants were repeatedly 
presented with pairs of latency conditions: the reference value 
(1 ms) and the probe (between 1 and 65 ms of latency). 
Participants dragged their ?nger from left to right, then right 
to left on the touch screen display. While any dragging task 
would have been suitable, left/right movements reduce occlu 
sion in high-latency cases. Participants were asked to move in 
both directions to ensure they did not “race through” the 
study. Beneath the user’ s contact point, the system rendered a 
solid white 2 cm><2 cm square as seen in FIG. 1. The speed of 
movement was left to be decided by the participants. The 
order of the conditions was randomized for each pair. The 
study was designed as a two-altemative forced-choice experi 
ment; participants were instructed to choose, within each 
trial, which case was the reference (1 ms) value and were not 
permitted to make a “don’t know” or “unsure” selection. After 
each pair, participants informed the experimenter which of 
the two was “faster”. 

[0054] In order for each trial to converge at a desired JN D 
level of 75%, the amount of added latency was controlled 
according to an adaptive staircase algorithm. Each correct 
identi?cation of the reference value caused a decrease in the 
amount of latency in the probe, while each incorrect response 
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caused the probe’s latency to increase. In order to reach the 
75% con?dence level, increases and decreases followed the 
simple weighted up-down method described by Kaernbach 
(Kaembach, C. 1991. Perception & Psychophysics 49, 227 
229), wherein increases had a three-fold multiplier applied to 
the base step size, and decreases were the base step size 
(initially 8 ms). 

[0055] When a participant responded incorrectly after a 
correct response, or correctly after an incorrect response, this 
was termed a reversal as it caused the direction of the staircase 

(increasing or decreasing) to reverse. The step size, initially 8 
ms, was halved at each reversal, to a minimum step size of 1 
ms. This continued until a total of 10 reversals occurred, 
resulting in a convergence at 75% correctness. Each partici 
pant completed eight staircase “runs.” Four of these started at 
the minimum probe latency (1 ms) and four at the maximum 
(65 ms). The higher starting value of the staircase was chosen 
because it roughly coincides with commercial offerings, and 
because pilot testing made it clear that this value would be 
differentiated from the 1 ms reference with near 100% accu 
racy, avoiding ceiling effects. Staircases were run two at a 
time in interleaved pairs to prevent response biases that would 
otherwise be caused by the participants’ ability to track their 
progress between successive stimuli. Staircase conditions for 
each of these pairs were selected at random without replace 
ment from possibilities (2 starting levels><4 repetitions). The 
entire experiment, including breaks between staircases, was 
completed by each participant within a single l-hour session. 

[0056] The study was designed to ?nd the just-noticeable 
difference (JND) level for latency values greater than 1 ms. 
This JN D level is commonly agreed to be the level where the 
participant is able to correctly identify the reference 75% of 
the time. Participant JND levels ranged from 2.38 ms to 11.36 
ms, with a mean JND across all participants of 6.04 ms 

(standard deviation 4.33 ms). JN D levels did not vary signi? 
cantly across the 8 runs of the staircase for each participant. 
Results for each participant appear in FIG. 5. 

[0057] The results show participants were able to discern 
differences in latency far below the typical threshold of con 
sumer devices (50-200 ms). It is noted that participants were 
likely often determining latency by estimating the distance 
between the onscreen object and their ?nger as it was moved 
around the touch screen; this is an artifact of input primitives 
used in UIs (speci?cally, dragging). Testing a different input 
primitive (tapping, for example) would exhibit different per 
ceptions of latency. Results con?rm that an order-of magni 
tude improvement in latency would be noticed and appreci 
ated by users of touch devices. 

An Architecture for a Low-Latency Direct Touch Input 
Device 

[0058] In an embodiment, a software interface may be 
designed that enables application developers to continue to 
use toolkit-based application design processes, but enable 
those toolkits to provide feedback at extremely low latencies, 
given the presence of a low-latency system. In an embodi 
ment, the systems and methods outlined in the present disclo 
sure may be implemented on the model-view-controller 
(“MVC”) model of UI development, upon which many UI 
toolkits are based. An MVC permits application logic to be 
separated from the visual representation of the application. In 
























